The Malta Council for the Voluntary Sector, in collaboration with the CEV (Centre for European Volunteering) is organising a seminar on Inclusive Volunteering.

Inclusive volunteering can be defined as the opportunity for all people, regardless of age, disability, gender, culture, sexual orientation, ethnicity, religion or social status, to volunteer and...
During this seminar, we will be discussing inclusive volunteering with all its challenges and strengths, while also evaluating the barriers that exist when trying to create an inclusive volunteering culture.

**Date:** Tuesday 6th December 2022  
**Time:** 17:00

Register here: [https://forms.gle/81nxB4Go21uvLmrc6](https://forms.gle/81nxB4Go21uvLmrc6) by not later than 4th December.

In case of any queries, kindly contact the Volunteer Support team on [volunteer@maltacvs.org](mailto:volunteer@maltacvs.org)

---

**Call for Voluntary Organisations who sell home-made products**

The Malta Council for the Voluntary Sector is currently conducting an exercise whereby we’re compiling a list of all enrolled voluntary organisations who produce and sell home-made items as part of their work in the community and/or during the Christmas season.

Visit: [https://forms.gle/G6hcD1S8eneADC4f7](https://forms.gle/G6hcD1S8eneADC4f7) to submit your info & for more details.
The main purpose behind this exercise is to start promoting their products amongst other voluntary organisations and to the general public as well, in an endeavour to encourage VOs to support each other by buying from one another, especially Christmas gifts during this time.

Therefore, we’re inviting voluntary organisations to submit all the relevant information here: https://forms.gle/GGhcD1S8eneADC4f7 to help make gift-buying more meaningful.

In case of any queries regarding this initiative, kindly send an email on christina-marie.micallef@gov.mt
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Join our team!

We are HIRING!

Open Positions:
Communications Officer

For more information visit: https://maltacvs.org/vacancies

Click here for information and to apply
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